Unbelievable. The White House’s budget would eliminate all federal funding for Meals on Wheels. He’d rather spend money on a ridiculous border wall than feed hungry seniors, veterans, and disabled and low-income Americans. This is cruel.
I'm pretty sure that one weekend at Mar-a-Lago would cover the cost of Meals-on-Wheels for quite a long time. Dude can give up a weekend of golf and do his effing job.

Pamela K Pierce ha respondido · 35 respuestas

Jerra Lilley
As a home health nurse I had elderly patients in which these meals were all they had to eat. Many lived on Social Security and after bills chose between medicine and food without these programs. This is just horrible.

Donna Kirby ha respondido · 9 respuestas

Bryan Farmer
Let's cut meals on wheels for the less fortunate and give huge tax breaks to the more fortunate. I can no longer support this ruthless party.

Donna M Adams ha respondido · 24 respuestas

Jennifer Waight Chawla
This is so wrong!! I work with low income seniors in able to help them live independently and these programs are vital to them being able to stay in their homes!! This is APPALLING!!!!

Bryan Turner ha respondido · 3 respuestas

Daphne Rice
Almost 10 years ago when my elderly Mom was seriously ill and Dad was caring for her, they were fortunate enough to take part in this program for several months. Personally, I would much rather have my tax dollars subsidize this type of program than wasted building a wall.

Donna M Adams ha respondido · 5 respuestas

Beverly Sherrill
I have worked closely in the past with the Meals on Wheels program
that provides meals for residents of Wasco, Hood River, and Sherman counties in Oregon. Meals on Wheels is a service provided under the Older Americans Act of 1965 and has proved to be a valuable service that generates an amazing amount of "in-kind" and local support that is part of the range of services that help to keep seniors in their own homes. Additionally, when you are a family of the "sandwich generation" caring for both children and parents, assistance for family members with a home-delivered meal is an important element in relieving the stress of caring for aging parents.

The Older Americans Act has been keeping seniors healthy and independent with meals, job training, caregiver support, transportation, senior centers, health promotion and more. Eliminating any funding of the Older Americans Act will be catastrophic, especially in light of proposed cuts in the ACA, Medicaid, Medicare, and Social Security. The health and independent lifestyle for senior citizens will truly be in a death spiral.
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Suzanne Middleton ha respondido · 12 respuestas

Judi Rosecrans Lasher
My Dad loved meals on wheels he looked forward to the people bringing his food and would wait for them on the porch. To some seniors this is the only good meal they get all day. Guess only the rich matter to the GOP REPUBLICANS.
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Jeanne Musgrove ha respondido · 6 respuestas

Janice Evers
Trump doesn't know what Meals on Wheels is. He's never done a charitable thing personally in his life, and certainly wouldn't be of service to them.
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Suzanne Middleton ha respondido · 5 respuestas

Saundra Hopkins
Senator Wyden, Trump's budget (although I suspect it should have Bannon's name on it) accomplishes the former editor's goal: it pits environmentalists against the parents of Autistic kids for funding. It pits advocates for the elderly against educators. Scientists against
Hal Muchler
THANK YOU, Ron Wyden. trump has no heart, no empathy, a spoiled brat, a fraud. He had NO GOOD INTENTIONS to be a grown-up, responsible president of the ALREADY GREAT USA. He only wanted to boost his sick ego, and help his rich friends, or his "paying" followers. Please, Sir, keep helping us Americans fight for our people and country. MARY JIM Hal Muchler

Emily DeHuff
And as for that nutty wall—we KNOW that most illegal immigration is no longer occurring across the Mexican border—that's been on the decline for years—but in the form of people arriving via air and then not leaving when their visas are up. The wall is purely for show—a multi-billion-dollar circus to satisfy the whipped-up masses. It accomplishes nothing, and at hideous cost in money and human lives.

Ann DeNora LoGiudice
As each day goes by I find myself HATING this man more and more. How about cutting defense spending???? WE don't want to go to war, Trump........we are looking for Peace.

Llwynne Caullay
Or....he would rather spend thousands of tax-payer dollars each weekend on party time in Florida than money on Meals on Wheels or the funding for the Arts and Humanities....?!?! He is acting like a crazy person!!
Ann Plummer
I have delivered Meals on Wheels for years, and I can tell you the recipients depend on them for a hot meal once a day. Without the meals, they would suffer terribly. I'm angry as hell.

Eb Engelmann
This is truly unconscionable. The spoiled, narcissistic rich kid with a life-long silver spoon in his hand is really going over the top here. What an uncaring slob we have in the WH! He can go to Mar-a-Lago every weekend at substantial cost to the taxpayer, spend $54 billion more on questionable military outlays, and build a $20-30 billion wall, but he doesn't care to feed our seniors. What in the hell is wrong with this low life?

Joan Pasco
How do you think all those Trump supporters will feel when they have to take time off to care for an elderly parent....or take care of them in their own homes because programs like this have disappeared.

Marta Lynn
Meals and the social contact provided make this an invaluable service to the elderly. Sometimes the meals on wheels person is the only contact seniors have with the outside world. 😞

Sharyn Viel
Meals on wheels, affordable low income housing, no nursing home coverage under medicaid, libraries, corporation for public broadcasting which brings, among other programs, repeats of lawrence welk .... seniors are taking it hard!!! 😞😞😡🇺🇸
Nadia de Souza
Ridiculous wall!!! Serves no purpose. The people of America will suffer. Of course this President does not care about the poor, elderly or the mentally ill.

Robin Mitchell ha respondido · 3 respuestas
Elizabeth Kueny
We need to make a stand against the way 45 is spending our money, trips to Florida, $$$$$ to spent so his wife doesn't have to live with him, $$$$$$ keeping his son secure while he travels the globe making $$$$$ for 45! This is ridiculous!

Carol Ramage
Trump has serious mental problems. He has done things repeatably that are symptoms of a serious mental disorder. His latest demonstrated by his paranoia that his "Tower" is/was being wire tapped by President Obama.

Each time he presents a new plan for the future direction that he hopes to take the country, it proves that it, if implemented, will hurt the people that he promised to "Make America Great Again" for.

He lives in an alternate universe and I am still in awe that he is in the most powerful position in my country and in my world. May God help us all.

Marian Chasse
Just another example of Trump's narcissistic behavior. He doesn't know what it's like to go without a meal and doesn't care about the elderly. I don't see why the American public is paying for his trips to Florida. The US has a vacation spot for presidents - it's called Camp David. Put up or shut up.
Deb Galvin
I have never been embarrassed to be an American until now. The lack of compassion and empathy in this country is just astounding. These subhumans only care about making more money for themselves. There's a special place in hell for all of them.

Sherri Lee Collister
It is unconscionable the priorities of this administration are backwards, and heartless. I too am in a position to see the results of this program, run mostly by volunteers and a very few staff members. Cuts like these have a ripple effect on the families of the elderly as well.

Elisabeth Janette Jondahl
Ron, he also wants to cut 6 Billion from the HUD budget. I live in HUD housing and this could affect me. If I lose my housing I have nowhere else to go, and I'd have nowhere to keep my cats. This cutting of necessary spending has got to stop!

Frances LeFever
Completely Outrageous!!! And Heartless! What on earth is wrong with these people we elect that are supposed to have our best interests at heart?
Ron Wyden, you are not the brightest star in the sky, are you? Meals on wheels started privately. I trust our neighbors to do what's right. It's a brand new day. If you care so much, quit whining and start a neighborhood outreach fund, privately. I wouldn't normally donate to anything with your name on it, but with this I would make an exception. It's too easy to sit in your office, pick up the phone and demand that taxpayers empty their pockets for you.

JJ Lindsey ha respondido · 43 respuestas

Susan Cr Cunningham
This just keeps getting worse! Cuts to Meals on Wheels? Feeding hungry kids in school? Cutting the arts? Cutting humanities? Please keep fighting this cruel regime! Thank you.
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Gregory Button
This callous move is about as low as you can get. Moreover this will result in the death of many of our nation's senior citizens. Just when you thought Trump couldn't get anymore despicable.
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Mary Volk
So Senator.... please do something about this!! You and your colleagues have the power!! All we can do is phone, write, and complain on social media! It's not working too well, and we are fed up with this crap!
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Jesse Roa ha respondido · 6 respuestas
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